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Summary 
 
 This project consisted of three major research areas: 1) development of a 
solid Pu ceramic target for the MASHA separator, 2) chemical separation of nuclear 
decay products, and 3) production of new isotopes and elements through nuclear 
reactions.  There have been 16 publications as a result of this project, and this 
collection of papers summarizes our accomplishments in each of the three areas of 
research listed above. 
 The MASHA (Mass Analyzer for Super-Heavy Atoms) separator is being 
constructed at the U400 Cyclotron at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions in 
Dubna, Russia.  The purpose of the separator is to physically separate the products 
from nuclear reactions based on their isotopic masses rather than their decay 
characteristics.  The separator was designed to have a separation between isotopic 
masses of ±0.25 amu, which would enable the mass of element 114 isotopes to be 
measured with outstanding resolution, thereby confirming their discovery.  In order 
to increase the production rate of element 114 nuclides produced via the 244Pu+48Ca 
reaction, a new target technology was required.  Instead of a traditional thin actinide 
target, the MASHA separator required a thick, ceramic-based Pu target that was 
thick enough to increase element 114 production while still being porous enough to 
allow reaction products to migrate out of the target and travel through the separator 
to the detector array located at the back end.   
 In collaboration with UNLV, we began work on development of the Pu target 
for MASHA.  Using waste-form synthesis technology, we began by creating zirconia-
based matrices that would form a ceramic with plutonium oxide.  We used samarium 
oxide as a surrogate for Pu and created ceramics that had varying amounts of the 
starting materials in order to establish trends in material density and porosity.  The 
results from this work are described in more detail in Refs. [1,4,10].  Unfortunately, 
work on MASHA was delayed in Russia because it was found that the efficiency of 
transporting products from the target chamber to the detector array was much too 
low for applications in heavy element experiments where production rates are on the 
order of one atom per day or less.  Work continues on the MASHA separator, and 
once the efficiency has been improved, we plan to continue our work on the Pu 
target for future element 114 experiments. 
 Due to the delays of the MASHA separator, work on establishing the identity 
of heavy element species produced through nuclear reactions focused instead on 
chemical separations.  In particular, element 115 decays through a series of alpha 
decays, terminating with an element 105 isotope with a long half-life (~ 1 day).  By 
chemically separating the element 105 daughter and observing its subsequent fission 
decay, the identity of the original parent nucleus can be established through the 
genetic correlation of the initial series of alpha decays.  Chemical separations of 
element 105 were developed in Switzerland, Russia, and at LLNL.  Over the course of 
two experiments, reaction products from the 243Am+48Ca reaction were collected in a 
copper block and subsequently processed for chemical separation of the Group Five 
elements [8,9,13,15].  The Group Five elements were initially separated from the 
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Group Four species, and then the samples were sub-divided into tantalum and 
niobium fractions.  All of the fission events were observed in the tantalum fractions, 
which implied that element 105 behaved more like tantalum under the chemical 
conditions of these experiments.  These experiments were very successful, and not 
only demonstrated that chemical separation could be performed on single atoms of 
interest, but also lent proof to the identity of the parent nucleus as element 115.  
Subsequent analysis of the alpha spectra taken during the experiment further prove 
that the fission events observed during the two experiments came from element 105 
as the decay daughter of element 115 and could not attributed to interference from 
other background species [16].      
 The final aspect of this project was the production of new isotopes and 
elements.  All of the experiments were performed in Dubna at the U400 Cyclotron 
and the results are described in more detail in Refs. [2,3,5-8,11,12,14].  The first 
experiments were designed to establish the decay properties of isotopes of elements 
112, 114, and 116 [5].  Because these isotopic signatures were established through 
these initial experiments, the discovery of element 118 [11] was possible, since the 
118 nuclides decayed into these previously studied isotopes.  This was the first 
successful report of the discovery of element 118, which was reported by the media 
to a large extent.  The last experiment that was performed for this project was the 
production and detection of a new isotope of element 113 [14].   
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